WE GET MAINFRAME DEVOPS ASSESSMENTS.

Make your mainframe DevOps efforts an integral part of your distributed DevOps program.

How do you deliver high-quality features to end-users faster and more economically? With our industry-leading mainframe and digital practices, CDW can help you not only implement DevOps in your mainframe environment, but also make your mainframe DevOps efforts an integral part of your broader distributed DevOps program.

Take the first step toward an enterprisewide DevOps program

Today’s software development organizations are being challenged to continually drive innovation and do more with less. In simple terms, this means the ability to take a feature desired by end-users from business requirement to deployment in the shortest time possible, with maximum quality. The proven way to realize these benefits while accelerating time-to-market and increasing innovation is through DevOps. And the first step toward realizing a practical, efficient DevOps strategy is through CDW DevOps Assessments, where our highly experienced IT consultants evaluate your organization’s current state and recommend the best practices, tools and methodologies that will help you attain your DevOps objectives. These assessments can be performed for any combination of distributed and mainframe environments, ensuring a comprehensive approach that works for your entire enterprise.

A CDW DevOps engagement for the mainframe will start by focusing on the management of code within the source-code management (SCM) system, moving your application code from your mainframe-based SCM into Git (GitHub, GitLab, BitBucket, etc.). As the code is moved into Git, our consultants will assess each program element for compile, build and deployment in a modern CI/CD pipeline.

Subsequent engagements can look at other dimensions of DevOps, such as:
• Automated testing
• API development and deployment
• Application and platform modernization
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CDW IBM zSystems added value

• CDW is one of the largest IBM partner providers of IBM® zSystems™ servers in the world, providing servers, software, services and solutions for mainframe systems.
• We provide installation, operating system, middleware migration, capacity planning and performance tuning, and business continuity & resiliency services.
• We sell solutions from IBM, Broadcom/CA, BMC Compuware, SVA Software, 21st Century Software, Model9 Software for IBM zSystems.
• We can demonstrate almost any IBM zSystems offering on our own IBM zSystems server.
• CDW invests in customer education, including our annual IBM zSystems Executive Briefing, wildfire sessions, webinar series, and IBM zSystems User Group meetings to bring new technology discussions to our customers.
• CDW offers a robust set of IBM zSystems managed services.

For more information, please contact your CDW representative.